The Kappa Sigma Fraternity passed a resolution last Friday that the Student Government facilities secured more than 1,900 student, faculty and staff signatures that the Student Government chair, Charles N. Millican be the 1,909th person to sign Kappa Sigma Fraternity's petition calling for improved parking facilities. Copies of the petition will be sent to the Board of Regents members, Florida Department of Education, Florida Center for Research in Education and the Florida Department of Transportation.

The fraternity devoted 16 hours to the accumulation of signatures. "We wanted to make the drive more effective," said Gary Wetherbee, who spearheaded the drive.

Wetherbee noted that the 1,909 signatures were accumulated in fewer hours than ever accumulated on a petition at FSU. The group did receive a few refusals but most were from students who represented the ecological point of view (fearing drainage to Lake Claire and the destruction of trees) and staff members who felt that the petition was student-oriented.

Wetherbee emphasized that the drive was interested in securing student, faculty and staff opinion. "We wanted to see if they (faculty and staff) were concerned about the Student Government facilities, through they were not directly involved," said Wetherbee. He added that the majority of faculty and staff members were concerned and cooperative.

Campus Glances

Students and faculty members are urged to pick up their new ID cards at the circulation desk on the first floor of the Library Building.

Application Scarce On Activity Budget

Although Activity and Service Fee (ASF) budget requests were due Wednesday, clubs reported that information was unobtainable from either individual Berean assistant vice president for committee, composed of faculty, administration and students, that determines the budget. The largest 1971-72 budget was the area of health services ($184,000), Student Government ($104,700), Village Center ($82,176), intercollegiate athletics ($46,712) and intramural athletics ($48,725).

Dr. E. W. Brown of the Student Health Center said he had "no knowledge of this year's budget request." As far as he knows, Dr. C. W. Brown is responsible for drawing up the budget.

Stoener explained that the current student health center problems relating to a lack of funds. "We have no line service at this time, and $6,000 of this year's budget was diverted for no explanation. Either people will have to stop getting sick or will have to start bringing their own medicine if things don't get better," Stoener said. "We have a large amount of extramural and intramural, and recreation failed to respond to inquiries and ASF budget requests."

C. W. Brown said he was unable to provide any information on this year's pending to the budget requests. He said the budget requests had not turned up last week. ASF budget request is approximately $102,204, as compared with last year's budget of $102,204. The necessity for lack of increase was explained last week by SG President Frank Santry. He said that changes basically were implemented in the dormitory alterations and the regrouping of budget items.

The Village Center's proposed budget request is approximately $104,700, or $48,725 more than last year. Dr. Ken Lawton, VC director, called the request "realistic and funded. We are not longer running a two-bit organization."

(Continued on page 5)

Bill To Hike SG Elections Campaign $88

A bill was introduced to the Student Government Senate last week which would raise the ceiling for SG elections campaign contributions by 60 cents per candidate. The present limit is 60 cents per candidate for every one constituent over the base number of 250 constituents, which is a $15 contribution per constituent over the base number, an additional expenditure of 2.3 cents per candidate.

The new proposal would allow a maximum of 600 cents per candidate for every one constituent over the base number of 250, or $90, 5,000 as current student Senate elections, would be allowed an expenditure of $255 per candidate.

"Candidates can't solicit contributions on campus," said Frank Santry, SG director. "They have to go out to buy their lunch as it is. This would price election right out of the market, and we would not have to be independently wealthy or belong to a wealthy interest group."

SG presidential elections last March 43 percent of the student body vote. "It was the highest percentage in the state in recent history," said Santry, "and it was done with 60 cents." The worst danger in this bill," Santry said, "is that someone, a student candidate spends the larger amount all will be forced to spend. We live on the operation, and the higher spending would be to get skilled persons to contribute their time, and it will take this huge sum of money for an amount of is very difficult to imagine."
The most recent paved parking facility construction occurred in the summer of 1969 - close to three years ago. Since that time enrollment has more than doubled.

The first step toward improvement of present facilities in a lengthy line of attempts has been the Kappa Sigma Fraternity petition drive which in the past week accumulated nearly 2,000 signatures. The drive appears to be too broad in purpose. First of all, realizing that the FTU administration has "enough funds to obtain sufficient parking areas for even immediate needs much less future requirements," the petitioners hope to see FTU as it really is - an apparently forgotten new university in the midst of several "newer" institutions all of which are in desperate need of funds.

WE ENCOURAGE these official Bigs of Regents members (IOR members? Never heard of them. What ever happened to the Regent-a-month program?) Department of Transportation personnel to use this opportunity to visit the FTU campus and see the problem firsthand. We encourage those who control the funds to support the needs of existing facilities before they pour money into the planning and building of more Florida colleges.

Part two of the petition's purpose appears to be to measure the degree of interest on FTU's part in the parking lots from the viewpoint of not only the student but the faculty, staff and administration. The time allowance for the drive was set only 16 hours, and we dare say that, given more time, no less than 90 per cent would have signed.

The petition has shown even though the problem really only affects the student body, other areas of the FTU community are just as concerned and willing to help to solve the problem.

It is a simple task to sit back on that plush chair and pretend that these problems are non-existent and will go away, but the game doesn't work that way. It's a give-and-take affair and FTU is about due for a "give."
**STUDENT BODY ELECTIONS**

**DECLARE CANDIDACY**  
March 27-April 10

**CAMPAIGNING BEGINS**  
April 10 (noon)

**ELECTIONS**  
April 20-21

---

**Student Invents Toy**

**‘Hot’ (Skates) Idea Simmers**

By Mitzie Jansen

Imitating an expert skier, Russell Hornsby, a pre-law sophomore at FTU, glided across the carpet of the library lobby, demonstrating his new invention—a three-wheeled skate.

Hornsby, a pre-law sophomore at FTU, spoke eagerly of his new innovation. "I'm going to call them 'hot skates.'"

Hornsby’s three-wheeled skate has a protective shield made of skater-proof plastic which fits over the shoe. "With two wheels in front of the skate, and one in back you have better leverage, won't he demonstrated, pivoting on his fingertips. The two-wheeled wheels, which are anti-Fiction, also contain a propulsion mechanism. By adding sticks with hand grips on one end and oscillating wheels at the other you can propel yourself across the ground. That addition gives you the oomph!"

'Its all started about mid-November,' Hornsby explained. In checking department stores like Penneys and Ivey's popular, his eyes twinkled as he told the story of his idea. Hornsby said he woke up in the middle of the night and just started making "inspirational" sketches. "First I thought I'd call them drag skates, but everything is "hot wheels" these days. Any invention has a saturation point oo. Look at Hula-Hoops, they sold 150 million then died," he remarked.

Like many young men with ideas, this young entrepreneur was not satisfied just to have a new idea. He wanted to obtain a patent and sell the toy.

With the help of Judge Arthur Yerger, Hornsby's sketches were sent to Yates Dowell trademark attorneys last November. Within two weeks he received word that patent searches dating back 100 years had been completed. Resulting he was not infringing on someone else's design, Hornsby filed the necessary papers and formally applied for a patent on his three-wheeled skates.

Once a patent is pending it is up to the individual to carry on with the consumer use. "It's so interesting," said Hornsby. "There are a thousand patent applications dating back to 1871, which people have failed to follow through on."

But Hornsby is following through. He recently returned from his first meeting with several toymakers in Chicago. Richard Paulick, owner of Anne and Lane Co., maker of Liddlestaplyen, arranged more appointments in Chicago with Topper Toys and Mattel.

Hornsby also sent information to General Woodrow Abbott in Omaha, Neb. He suggested possible markets for 'hot skates' in Japan and Thailand.

With a patent pending on the three-wheeled skates, the young innovator is looking out the limits of design, and having another prototype built. He has checked with manufacturers and found that the estimated production cost for the first million would be $10 or 60 cents a pair, including the sticks. "Of course they would actually retail for about $6.99. Then it would be on a competitive level with super-skates," said Hornsby.

He has also invented a new game. Like petals, blonde with Debbie commented, "I thought it was a funny idea, at first. "Discovery of America," as Hornsby proudly calls the game, is a map of Old Spain and New Spain (Florida). The object is to attack and overcome certain areas by ship, in order to hold and conquer and thereby win the game. The young inventor, who, is interested in history, thinks the game will help children remember historical dates. The skates and game were his first inventions. He once invented a tube cover for tooth brushes, chemically treated to kill bacteria. "The world is full of hypochondriacs," said Hornsby. He added he abandoned the idea after learning thatDentures killed bacteria anyway. Besides, the cost was prohibitive.

"Will 'hot skates' sell? If they do, Hornsby may become a student millionaire. But this possibility hasn't changed his outlook. He still smiled as he said, "School is the most important thing in my life."

**Foreign Students Seek Sponsors**

The Foreign Students Club is seeking sponsors on campus to serve as host families for students of foreign origins.

According to Dr. Bishun Kaslim, faculty advisor for the club, there are several hundred "international" students on campus every year who would benefit from a "host family." Kaslim explained, "We would like the hosts to have their student over for dinner sometimes to show them Central Florida."

"The skates and game were his first inventions. He once invented a tube cover for tooth brushes, chemically treated to kill bacteria. "The world is full of hypochondriacs," said Hornsby. He added he abandoned the idea after learning thatDentures killed bacteria anyway. Besides, the cost was prohibitive.

"Will 'hot skates' sell? If they do, Hornsby may become a student millionaire. But this possibility hasn't changed his outlook. He still smiled as he said, "School is the most important thing in my life."

"We would like the hosts to have their student over for dinner sometimes to show them Central Florida," said Kaslim. "The idea being that we would like the students to feel more that they are visiting a friendly country.

Kaslim said that he is looking for faculty and staff members specifically, but said that any married couple would be ideal to meet this need. "Anyone interested may call me either at my office (276-2273) or at my home (654-6901)," he said.
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Symposium Successful, Gaudnek-'Overwhelmed'

"I'm almost overwhelmed with the success—never knew before you get together a symposium how the group of people will interact with each other," said Dr. Walter Gaudnek, assistant art professor and organizer of the art symposium held last weekend.

The symposium revolved around the function of art in the development of cosmic consciousness, and dealt with the problems of art in a technological age. It lasted three days, beginning last Saturday at New Smyrna Beach with a closed session. The first public sessions were Sunday at Lech Haven Art Center. Monday the panelists came to FTU in the Board of Regents Conference Room.

Gaudnek was impressed with the energy used in the three-day event, which he termed a "marathon," during the Monday session. "Vibrations held their peak for hours and hours, while usually they are maintained for only about an hour or two. With each hour the excitement increased."

Awareness is the opposite of sleep," Gaudnek stated. People who reach a cosmic consciousness, have more intense waking hours than others. People who meet and charge with mental energies are not so much consumed as to wait a cosmic consciousness, have more intense waking hours than others. People who meet and charge with mental energies are not so much consumed as to wait.

The next stage in the study of cosmic consciousness is to make transcripts of the tapes and to edit them for publishing. The exact form of the publication has not been decided. Gaudnek said, "We are going step by step. The final form will present itself."

Panel member of the symposium, which may be of several of such events, included Nils M. Schaefer, Environmental Design Group Inc., Margaret Rigg, Florida Presbyterian College, Mary Seth, former editor of Presbyterian Life magazine; Dr. Ray Cradick, Georgia State University, and K. S. Kulharn, Manama Hindu University.

FTU Students & Faculty

Want to Save?

Wigs 30%  
Sewing Machines 30%  

Furs 25%  
Color TV 30%  

Tires 40%  
Carpets 25%  

Batteries 35%  
Muscular Instruments 15%  

Auto Repairs 15%  
Refrigerators 13%  

Tape Decks 50%  
Brakes 13%  

Prescriptions 10%  
Diamonds 30%  

Cameras 70%  
Watches & Jewelry 10%  

Furniture 25%  
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Please enroll me as a KIB card holder at the Feb. special of $16.50. I will receive a savings directory and KIB card, good for 1 year.

Name ___________________________  
Address ___________________________  
S. S. No. ___________________________

This Week's Special Discounts To FTU Students From

- Carnaby Boutique  
P. 10  
- Club Lui  
P. 6  
- Daisy Flower Shop  
P. 10  
- Den of Iniquity  
P. 12  
- Florida State Theaters  
P. 8  
- Gourmet Shoppe  
P. 8  
- Kashi Is Best  
P. 4  
- Orlando Jewelers  
P. 11  
- Wometco Theaters  
P. 5  

Britches South

Over 6,000 Pair

of Today's fashioned, flared, casual and dress pants

From $17

Boys & Gals

brushed suede, cotton, corduroy, stretch and double knits, great knit tops, pullovers, belts, dress shirts.

107 W. Lyman Ave.  
Phone 445-3900

Zayre's Center  
Fern Park

2417 Ferguson Drive, Orlando

Gently Worn Fashions LADIES STYLES

Women & children's

Layaways Invited  
407 W. Fairbanks  
Mastert Charge Accepted

VC Sadie Dance Features Dogpatch

About 150 students attended the Sadie Hawkins dance last Saturday in the Village Center Multi Purpose Room, which for a few hours became a miniature Dogpatch complete with shack, country store and orchouse.

Music was by the Madmen, although a lively band organized by TKE Fraternity also provided entertainment. TKE and the Village Center sponsored the dance in honor of the legacy year tradition of women proposing to men.

Orchestra Concert Scheduled Sunday

The PTU Philharmonic Orchestra, under the direction of assistant professor Arpad Storno, will be presented in concert Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Winter Park Junior High School Auditorium. Featured soloist will be PTU music chairman Dr. Leonidas Sankassian.

The PTU Philharmonic Orchestra consists of 65 members, about half of whom are students, faculty and staff. The other members are from the greater Orlando area.

'Bloody Sunday' - Shocking

"Bloody Sunday," now playing in the three Northgate triple theatres, is not a cowboy film, but a very real story, according to the reaction of the audience the review says it was, the entire house.

Hopefully, the viewer will not expect much of an "old-fashioned" story, because he won't get it. He must prepare himself to study the involvement of human beings, since that is precisely what the film is about. The only thing one could assume that might serve as a theme running through the film, is the symbolism of the telephone. The trio of main characters is constantly having trouble reaching one another by phone, thus showing lack of communication or society and its products.

It became a miniaturized Dogpatch complete with shack, store, and outhouse.
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Lawson pointed out the new Village Center facility as the primary reason for the increase. "We need money for additional personnel and equipment and an expansion of programs. Now that we have the facilities, we can function as a real student union," he said.

The major areas of programming necessitating an increase in funds, according to Lawson, are art, speakers, musicals and Kaleidoscope-type functions. The only VC income other than the funds appropriated from the activity and service fee is ticket sales. Lawson said that ticket sales income has decreased because the VC policy is to offer activities at no cost or at a little cost as possible. The Village Center proposal also includes approximately $55,000 for the building debt, which is separate from the activity fund.

The TuTure newspaper funds request was decreased by approximately $4,000, while the Pegasus yearbook allocation request was $5,000, according to James E. Couch, director of publications. The decrease in the newspaper funds is due to "increased advertising revenue," he added.

By Seth Weilenman

The only bad thing about strong volume, aside from Ralph Nader's report on dead rock musicians, is that sometimes the band will drown out the singers. In some cases this is desirable, but not with such performers as Sonny and Cher.

This is not to say that the performances in the Orlando Sports Stadium Tuesday night was bad. The two entertainers gave an outstanding performance in spite of the difficulties, and much of the time they were able to be heard above the musicians. One welcomed some of the softer music so that Sonny and Cher could be heard easily, without having to fight for it.

The last time I saw Sonny and Cher was in March 1967, at Pebble Beach Auditorium in Monterey Beach. At that time they were the epitome of young love, with such songs as "I Got You, Babe" and "Just You." Cher was considered almost a sub-marrying Sonny while draped in pants, and saying that she did not own a dress. In 1967 their first movie, "Good Times," was released, and Sonny was writing songs fervently. Since then, the two have been associated with several movies, have had a daughter, Chastity, played nightclub instead of concerts, and now have their own television variety show.

The transition shows in their material, which is now even more sarcastic than that used on their television program. "I want to stop the rumor that I sing like a frog," said Sonny, introducing a song. Cher encouraged him. "Crank it...""With your heart out, little froggie..."

And when Cher left the stage for Sonny's solo, in spite of his protest that she wouldn't be able to hear, he corrected her, saying, "We break a leg. Cher, not "up yours,"

By Bill Dumas

The Cherry Orchard" by Anton Chekhov opened last night in the Science Auditorium. The production, directed by Dr. Harry Smith, creates a formal and highly theatrical mood through the use of selected music, beautiful costumes and excellent lightning.

The Cherry Orchard" deals with the lives of a Russian family returning to their home and pretending to lead a life that no longer exists. This family reflects the Russia under the reign of the czars, embittered in the petty things of life while the real world surrounds them and finally forces them to accept reality.

The production has moments of real dramatic intensity. The lead performer, Nancy Peterson, playing the one-way rich head of the household, has managed some difficult mood changes effectively. Terry Radice, the son of former farmers who through conviving and scheming buys the cherry orchard, does an adequate job portraying one of the new breed of Russian landowners, Chatchky, with a convincing performance as the brother to the troubled Ranevsky family.

This reviewer's playbill would have to go to Melina Martini, the elder daughter, who gives a fine, sensitive performance. Minor roles seem to stand out in this production, especially the maid's role, played by Cheryl Carnevald and Sue Windham. Miss Carnevald does a delightful job, adding a bright spark of life to the drab existences of the household.

The set, designed and executed by Jim Fay, provides a very serviceable setting for the production. The sound is particularly outstanding, along with the excellent mood lighting. The SCAUD is now a fine place for an enjoyable theatrical experience. The quiet, subdued mood of this production fits in well with the excellent mood of the household.

The set, designed and executed by Jim Fay, provides a very serviceable setting for the production. The sound is particularly outstanding, along with the excellent mood lighting. The SCAUD is now a fine place for an enjoyable theatrical experience. The quiet, subdued mood of this production fits in well with the excellent mood of the household.
Democratic Candidates

Vance Hartke

The senior senator from Indiana previously served as a prosecuting attorney and as mayor of Evansville, Ind., for one term. Senator Hartke (52) is credited with espousing a populist philosophy in most policy matters. He strongly opposes the Vietnam involvement and blames the President for delaying withdrawal. On economic measures, Hartke claims the "little man" needs help.

Henry Jackson

Washington's Senator Jackson (59) moved to the Senate in 1963 from the House of Representatives, where he served from 1941 to 1963. Jackson was also selected Democratic National Chairman for the 1960 presidential campaign. He is known as a liberal on domestic issues but as a "firm, no-nonsense" man on foreign affairs. He cites conservation and law and order with justice as two strong areas of interest.

Eugene McCarthy

The only non-office holder in the race, McCarthy formerly served 10 years in the U.S. House of Representatives and two terms in the U.S. Senate. McCarthy (60) campaigns against the war and for women's rights and reform of the welfare system. The former Senator indicates that the basic issue of the campaign will be "the integrity of the democratic process."

Shirley Chisholm

Mrs. Chisholm (47) was a New York State legislator from 1965-69. In 1969 she moved to Congress as the first black woman ever elected to that body. The Chisholm campaign is noted for three major issues: opposition to the Vietnam war, strong support of child-care legislation, and emphasis on the importance of women and blacks in society.

Hubert Humphrey

Humphrey (60) served as mayor of Minneapolis in the late 1940s, as U.S. Senator from 1949 to 1964, vice president during the 1960s, and moved back to the U.S. Senate in 1971. The Minnesota Senator campaigns as a "people's Democrat," and charges that immediate withdrawal from Vietnam is in order.

John Lindsay

Lindsay (50) served three terms in the U.S. House of Representatives prior to assuming the office of mayor of New York City in 1966. The mayor states that not enough is being done to handle the dilemma of urban problems, and vows to insure civil liberties, to provide quality education for all students, and to end the Vietnam war.

George McGovern

The first announced presidential prospect moved to the U.S. Senate in 1963 following two terms in the U.S. House of Representatives. McGovern (49) was one of the first American politicians to question U.S. involvement in Indochina. He is urging equal rights for women, an end to hunger in the country, and lowering of the unemployment rate.

FTU Registered Voters ! Vote — 7th of March
Wilbur Mills

Wilbur Mills (62) has been a member of the U.S. Congress since 1938. In 1958 he moved to the chairmanship of the powerful House Ways and Means Committee.

The Arkansas lawmaker has opposed the Nixon revenue sharing plan and proposed his own. Mills feels that greater federal assumption of welfare costs would be more beneficial than the Nixon approach.

Edmund Muskie

The Maine Senator was a state representative from 1947 to 1951 and governor of his state in the late 1950s. Muskie (57) was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1959.

The Senator is calling for "A New Beginning" based on the politics of trust. Muskie asks for a rapid pullout from Vietnam and boasts what he considers a strong ecology record.

George Wallace

Wallace (52) was an Alabama State Court Judge for six years before becoming governor of his state for the first time in 1963. He is presently serving his second four-year term as governor, which begins in 1971.

The Wallace campaign has alternately attacked Washington "bureaucrats," the "rich, intellectual snobs" and proponents of forced busing. Wallace was a supporter of Lieutenant William Calle:

Sam Yorty

Sam Yorty (62) was a member of the California legislature three times from 1936 to 1950. He served in the U.S. House of Representatives from 1951 to 1955 and became mayor of Los Angeles in 1961.

Yorty opposed the Nixon trip to Red China, and as an outspoken conservative is also calling for a military victory in Vietnam and a balanced budget at home.

John Ashbrook

John Ashbrook (43) was a member of the Ohio legislature for two sessions and was elected to a seat in Congress in 1960.

The emphasis of the Ashbrook campaign is geared toward reordering the priorities of the Nixon Administration. Ashbrook considers the presidential overtures toward Red China and other areas of reform as a repudiation of the 1968 Republican platform.

President Nixon

President Richard Nixon (58) has served as U.S. Representative, U.S. Senator and Vice President. He was elected to the presidency in 1968.

Nixon's associates are emphasizing the sizable number of troops that have been withdrawn from Vietnam as proof that the President is ending the war. Other areas of the Nixon record being pushed are his Red China visit and economic initiatives.

Primary — 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. — Campus Kiosk!
The Delta Sigma Pi Open Golf Tournament sponsored by Zeta Tau Alpha was held last Saturday and the brothers are happy to announce that it was a complete success. The winners are as follows:

Trophy winners: low net score, Chris Belzeman, 61; low gross score, Mark Blockett, 62; high gross score, Irene Lewis, 121; and team trophy, ATO.

Second place winners: low net score, Frank Rainaldi, 61; low gross score, Mike Utz, 63; and high gross score, Lee Gilmore, 120.

Jack Ace escorted closest to pin, and Brian Watson, closest to the hole.

Door prize winners were Catherine Wisen, Zeta Tau Alpha; Carter Murchton, Beta set; and Le Anne Winkle, golf ball.

The pledges are still in a state of recovery from last Saturday night’s XENA function. Of the 12 pledges who attended, seven are listed as three, three have been elected in good condition and two are listed as missing in action.

SIGMA SIGMA CHI

The brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi held a social with the Delta Chi Omega sorority at Zeta Tau Alpha College last Saturday night. All of the brothers and sisters had a great time and are looking forward to getting together again.

The Alpha Omega party is only a short time off and SIGM Omicron brothers will be getting their costumes and bikes ready.

ZETA TAU ALPHA

The final week of winter quarters will be a busy one for Zeta sisters and pledges. While the pledges are preparing for going quarters initiation, the sisters are planning several social activities.

New officers of Zeta Tau Alpha will be installed this month. The new officers will be in charge of all activities for the next quarter.

Next week’s chapter meeting has been cancelled and Zeta and pledges will meet in service at the Horseshoe at the University of Florida, Saturday night. The sisters will have a number party in honor of the pledges on March 15th, to be followed by a house party in honor of St. Patrick’s Day.

Plans for the first of spring parties are being made for an informal rush party and Zeta will urge all women interested in informal rush to attend the dance at the dean of women’s office April 3-7.

THE MAN

NEW TIME: 9 PM

A Discussion
Dorm C Lounge
Each Tuesday Night

Sponsored By: University Christian Students

Lambeth CHI ALPH

The Beta Eta chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha elected new officers during their Sunday night meeting. The new officers are high alpha, Bart Barmer; high beta, Mike Cherron; high gamma, Steve Rajtar; high tau, Raymond Johnson; high kappa, Mike McCleneny; high delta, Donney Blankenship; high phi, Ken Kimble; high epsilon, Walt Morris; and high sigma, Bob Mundy. An installation banquet was held Tuesday night at Phi Epsilon.

A Brotherhood building party is planned tomorrow night.

PHI ALPHA EPSILON

This week and next week Phil Alpha Epsilon will be selling PTU sports cushions. These cushions are useful for any type of sporting event and can be purchased at the booth near the Village Center for $2.

TUESDAY night the brothers of Chi Phi Delta held meetings with brother Carl T. Gladfelter, national director of Chi Phi. His visit left them with much inspiration and enthusiasm as well as many fine ideas.

Also last Saturday, brothers Bill Suntag, national executive secretary for Phi Delta, and Bishop John Suntag, national executive secretary for Delta Delta, made a visit to the brothers.

The Delta Sigma Pi golf tournament was a great success. The brothers have plans for other events which they hope will be just as successful.

TUESDAY night the brothers of Chi Phi Delta held meetings with brother Carl T. Gladfelter, national director of Chi Phi. His visit left them with much inspiration and enthusiasm as well as many fine ideas.

The Lambda Epsilon Chapter of Phi Delta held meetings with brother Carl T. Gladfelter, national director of Chi Phi. His visit left them with much inspiration and enthusiasm as well as many fine ideas.

The Delta Sigma Pi golf tournament was a great success. The brothers have plans for other events which they hope will be just as successful.

TUESDAY night the brothers of Chi Phi Delta held meetings with brother Carl T. Gladfelter, national director of Chi Phi. His visit left them with much inspiration and enthusiasm as well as many fine ideas.

The Lambda Epsilon Chapter of Phi Delta held meetings with brother Carl T. Gladfelter, national director of Chi Phi. His visit left them with much inspiration and enthusiasm as well as many fine ideas.
**Activity Calendar**

**TODAY**
Last day to withdraw from course or university.
2-6 p.m.  Advance registration, Binary lobby.
6:30 p.m. "Cherry Orchard," Science Auditorium.
Placement interviews, Artus Life and Casualty (group and casualty divisions), AD 225.

**SATURDAY**
8:30 p.m. "Cherry Orchard," SCAUD.

**SUNDAY**
3 p.m.-FTU Philharmonic: Orchestra, Concert, VC. Multi Purpose Room.

**MONDAY**
Placement interviews, Howard County Schools, Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., AD 225.
Project 7th of March mock primary, Kiosk.
11 a.m.-Street recital, Engineering Auditorium.
Air Force ROTC question and answer session, AD 331.

**TUESDAY**
Student Government book exchange begins.

**WEDNESDAY**
Air Force ROTC Q & A session, AD 331.
Placement interviews, Goodyear Tire Co., Martin Marietta, AD 225.

**THURSDAY**
Placement interview, Martin Marietta, AD 325.
Air Force ROTC Q & A session, AD 331.
4 p.m.-50 Senate meeting, GC 115.

**24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK**
**OVIEDO CHILD CARE & KINDERGARTEN**
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
Hot lunches
PHONE 365-5023
387 W. Broadway, Oviedo

**MONDAY, 12:45**
on the
**VILLAGE GREEN**

COME AND SEE
**Alcee HASTINGS**
black candidate for the U.S. Senate in 1970
and now
state co-chairman for
**MUSKIE**
for **PRESIDENT**

**PSYCHOLOGY CLUB**
Dr. Fred Frank will address the 11 a.m. Tuesday meeting of the Psychology Club, in LR 214. The topic of his speech will be "how to get into graduate school without really trying and how to stay there without really desiring it."

The Accounting Club met February 22 at the Orange County Courthouse, where club members were introduced to Circuit Court Clerk Kenneth D. Klimch.

**ACCOUNTING CLUB**
**ACCOMMODATION**

- Girls and guys to model local fashions for Future. Students on staff looking for fun and experience rather than monetary rewards, please send photo, weight and clothing size with name and phone number (or come by for an interview) to Future office, LR 216.

- ONE ROOMMATE-to share large 3-bedroom apt. 15 minutes from campus. Call Summit Apt, 5-310, or 5-312, or more for information. Available on April 1.

**CAMPUS GLANCES**

**CHEERLEADERS MEETING**
An organizational meeting for persons interested in cheerleading will be held April 7 from 4 to 7 p.m. in the Physical Education Building.
Persons interested in getting information on tryouts should plan to attend this meeting.

**ACCOMMODATION**
- Potential VIP's-It's a fact! 95% of your job is knowledge, 85% of your job is dealing with people. Learn how to develop more self-confidence, speak effectively, overcome fear, remember names, develop leadership, increase sales, overcome worry and tension and widen your horizons. Call Dr. Cooper, 5-312, for more information.

- TYPING in my home-experienced in all types of college papers & resumes. 50 cents/typed/scheduled page. For more info, call Mrs. Pat Haysly, 8-5929.

**personal**

- Congratulations, Dee-217!

**for rent**

- Available March 15-Male student to share room at University Hylands, Sodomon. Call Jan at 755-2751 during the day or 277-6344 after 5 p.m.

- New, 2-bedroom duplexes 4 miles N of FTU in Oviedo, $150/mo. includes carpets, central heat & air, appliances & garage. RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE 365-3721.

- 2-bedroom duplexes: built-in range, carpeted, 900 sq. ft. from FTU, 2155 Bonenberger Dr, $76 per bedroom per month. Phone 843-7835.

**wanted**

- Donate your ringworm, athletes foot, jock itch and other itchy fungal infections to science. Strains needed for spring quarter medical mycology course. Please contact Dr. Don Heylmo at 85-2929.

**check with george**

- 303 East Roosa

- Oviedo, Florida
Winter Trades Change Major League Picture

By Fred Cay

What do Frank Robinson, Richie Allen, Sam McDowell, Lee May and Leo Carneas have in common?

It is true that they are considered some of the top stars in major league baseball. However, amazingly enough, all were at the Oxnard High School gymnasium, where there were 15 separate trades, with 18 of the 24 clubs participating.

There were 15 separate trades, with 18 of the 24 clubs participating. Even staunch fans of the game may need a scorecard to identify the players on their favorite teams this year.

One of the biggest deals saw the Cincinnati Reds and Houston Astros, both disappointing finishers in the National League West last season, attempt to completely change the style of offensive attack they use. The Reds sent hard-hitting Lee May, infielder Tommy Helms and utilityman Jimmy Stewart to the Astros for pitcher Jack Billingham, infielder Joe Morgan and Devin Smekle and outfielder Cesar Geronimo and Ed Armbrister.

First baseman May was virtually the only player on the Reds who had an outstanding year in 1971. The rest of the team slumped badly following the pennant-winning 1970 season. However, manager Sparky Anderson seems intent to turn the club into a running, scrapping type of team after years of depending on big sluggers. In Morgan and Geronimo the Reds obtained two of the fastest players available. They also shore up their presently weak pitching staff with the acquisition of Billingham.

Veteran Frank Robinson, long the acknowledged leader of the highly successful Baltimore Orioles, goes back to the National circuit, specifically the Los Angeles Dodgers. The Orioles were looking mainly for youth in this deal, getting four prospects to develop.

At the same time, the Dodgers sent slugger Richie Allen to the Chicago White Sox. Allen has been handled about like a Dixie journeyman recently, joining his fourth club in four years.

The San Francisco Giants, winner of the National League West last season, stamped themselves as definite contenders to do it again. They went out and got great Sam McDowell, a left-hander with more potential than probably any living pitcher (including maybe Vida Blue). The 28-year-old Fireballer has had good years, but never satisfied his fans and bread mixes to sunflower seeds and natural vitamins.
George McGovern. How can a man like that become President?

It isn't easy when you're a man like George McGovern. When you constantly break the rules of "safe" politics and speak out strongly on the real economy, political and moral issues of our times. When you refuse to compromise your ideals to manipulate voters. When you stand firm in a field of equivocators who suddenly favor every new breeze.

It isn't easy when you place the value of human life above the profits of big business. When you haven't the funds to fight the image makers. When all the prophets say "no."

It may not be easy...but it is possible. Because the people of America are crying for strong moral, political and truthful leadership. That's exactly the kind of leadership George McGovern offers...that's the kind of man he is.

No longer can we afford to select a President on the basis of a smile, a slogan, an appealing television personality. There are too many important questions demanding answers.

George McGovern offers specific answers to those questions. He was the first Senator-nearly nine years ago-to speak out against the war in Vietnam. His first act as President would be to end the war, immediately, and bring our precious homes back.

He has specific plans to put Americans back to work to build a peaceable economy, to control inflation, and to restore full employment while closing record deficits.

He tells you exactly where he stands on the problems of drugs, rural communities, crime and justice, veteran dis- ease, the environment, education, peoples' rights, the draft, women's benefits, the cities...issues that touch real people.

No, it isn't easy to become President when you're thoroughly committed to the principles of truth and justice when you refuse to compromise these principles.

"If he had last his last year as he is hoping now, we would have won five more games," said Pantelias. "That's not good news to opposing pitchers, because McCarthy batted a very respectable .314 last year leading the team in both games and runs batted in."

When Owen Moorhead returns to school, he will take over the catching chores. Moorhead is a steady influence on pitchers as well as a dependable hitter. Junior Jack Pantelias to form the hub of the pitching staff for the team this year. (Photo by Ike Spioos)

Goldsox Face Tough Season

By Larry McCorckle

The Goldsox, UCF's baseball team, will face a number of tough opponents this season.

ORLANDO JEWELERS

* Dependable, Artistic Diamond Setting
* Newest Styles in Wedding and Engagement Rings
* Central Florida's most Extensive Remounting Service-Hundred's of Styles and Types
* 5% Discount on FTU Students & Faculty!

CROSS FROM COLONIAL PLAZA MAIL

530 North Bumby Ave.
Ph. 894-7814
Open Monday thru Saturday
9 AM to 5:30 PM

Federal Political Advertisement by FTU Faculty and Students for McGovern.
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
For one who is afraid of heights, you certainly do try to keep your feet near the ground. Try looking toward the ground more. Notice that you have been standing on so many things. Besides, you didn't draw this card for today, and it shows while your neck is that exposed.

AQUARIUS: 
You have the unique ability of taking the simplest task and turning it into one fit for Hercules. In fact, you manage to make absolutely nothing appear like absolutely everything. You are the only person you, for instance, who ties his shoes while lying on his back.

PIECES: 
Good news! Your name has been drawn by the federal officials to represent the United States in a foreign country. The Chinese were so pleased by the United States' aids for the Chinese, who can't see very well, that they have asked you to represent their country in your illustrious fashion, and Kissinger promises a replacement in three years, or a maid in four, which ever you choose.

ATHE: 
Fate and fortune smile upon your ridgeback. Your hour is now near and you will find, and then the sky, as it was predicted for many years ago, will fall. On you.

TAURUS: 
You will soon make a large monetary investment with a despondent. Your wife will leave you.

LEO: 
An explanation is in order for the Lion this week. You see, Xandaugh the Mac and I got intoxicated Tuesday night on chicken salad sandwiches made with turkey, and were jousting with 7-Up cans on our heads when the maintenance crew director came in, and went out with a look of total disbelief. (Actually Xandaugh had the 7-Up can, I had the Morton Salt box. (I'll explain.) I think it was the flashlight Xandaugh was holding which finished the director off, who later found us in the hall, disguised as a rocking chair and a spoon, respectively. Sigh.

LIBRA: 
That thing close to you, your skills, is in danger. You are walking on this ice when you have been treading. In fact, the ice you've been on has not really even been on has not really even been classified as ice. It's still just cold water.

LIBRA: 
See Leo, and let me make an addendum. At Xandaugh's suggestion we started to crash a party under a snows meeting, disguised as "chicks." (Xandaugh is so glib with such phrases. That's why I want my time with him-he's so glib.) But we didn't go in because we saw Xandaugh the Redundant, who is the peer of the ladies' auxiliary, make a gesture with her hands in our direction which could not be interpreted as a secret sorority handshake, according to Xandaugh, (I know very well that it was"

SCORPIO: 
You will invent a new food called "What can you eat?" where you will eat everything in sight, and call it a game. It will be an excellent excuse for you to add 35 more pounds to your already overflowing person.

CAPRICORN: 
This week you will meet a beautiful blond, with measurements of 38-24-36. She will be everything you ever wanted, and will be married to a professional alligator wrestler.

John Lindsay says Wallace stands for "everything that's wrong" with America